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EXPERIENCE 
 

 

Master Mariner, Maritime Commercial & Insurance Consultant, Arbitrator, Mediator (CEDR) & Expert 
Witness. 

 
Experience included all types of Time/ Voyage Charter Party/ Contracts, Sale & Purchase and Insurance 
disputes including: 
 
Offhire, Speed claims, Bunkers, Demurrage/despatch, Early/late redelivery Collisions, Fixed and 
Floating Objects (FFO), General & particular Average Cargo damage, Personal injury, Piracy matters. 
 
 
Industry Experience: 
 
14 years sea service as a Deck Officer with command experience on British Flag vessels. 35 years Senior 
Executive in Ship management with major London based Ship-owners and Managers operating 
substantial diversified Fleets with a large number under the British flag. 
 
Extensive experience in Ship broking, Commercial Operations, Insurance and claims and in- house 
legal. Familiar with the Arbitration Acts and the LMAA terms. Good knowledge of English Law relating 
to Contract, Tort, Marine Insurance, Arbitration and Mediation. 
 
As Head of Insurance and Legal, I have personally handled all Arbitrations, Mediations and High Court 
actions. Strong supporter of London Arbitration and Mediation have been responsible for a substantial 
number of appointments. 
 
Over the past 10 year alone, I have been personally overseen all Arbitration, Mediation and High Court 
actions. Some of these have led to numerous reported cases such as the Hector [●], Nizuru [●], 
Northgate [●], Kildare [●], and Vine [●]. 
 
Extensive negotiating experience including direct successful negotiations with Somali Pirates that led 
to the successful and safe release of two British Flag vessels together with their cargo and crew. This 
received wide coverage in the press including a front 4 page article in the Resolver Magazine of the 
Chartered Institute of Shipbrokers. 
 
Over 25 years experience in Marine Underwriting with direct responsibility for placing H&M/War and 
P&I for one of the largest diversified fleets. Wide claims handling experience including collisions, 
general and particular average, cargo damage, FFO and personal injury. Direct responsibility for 
coordinating major casualties including total loss such as the MSC Napoli. 
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CAPT SLIWA Y MICHAEL cont’d 

 
 

Independent Practitioner since 2012 available for appointments as Consultant, Arbitrator, Mediator 
and expert witness on all types of Charter Party/ Contract, Sale and Purchase and Insurance disputes. 
Available for negotiation and advising on H&M/war, P&I renewals and placing. Available for advice on 
Piracy matters including security contracts, direct negotiations with pirates, arranging and overseeing 
ransom payments. 
 
Over the past 5 years, I have received 10 Arbitration appointments on LMAA terms. A number ended 
with final awards, 3 settled and the rest are still ongoing. In all references, the other Co- Arbitrators 
were Full Members of LMAA some of whom are well known to me. Additionally, I acted as expert 
witness in a number of Arbitrations and insurance disputes. 
 
Languages: English and Arabic – Fluent 


